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The Alienware Difference

• Unparalleled clarity with Signature Alienware immersive 
audio experience

• Best-in-class hand-picked 50mm 20Hz – 40KHz drivers 
for a high resolution audio experience

• Custom-designed acoustic chambers for a wider, more 
dynamic sound stage

• Hybrid of memory foam, sports fabric and leatherette on 
the earpads designed to achieve optimal cooling and 
comfort while enhancing noise isolation

• Cushioned headband provided greater comfort for long 
gaming sessions

• Ideal clamp force ensures that there is no slippage during 
gameplay

• Swappable 3.5mm cable provides cross-platform 
compatibility for use with Xbox One, PS4, Nintendo 
Switch and mobile devices

• Discord certification ensures crystal clear communication 
on one of the most stable VoIP platforms for gamers

• Uni-directional noise cancellation retractable microphone 
for focused gameplay

Overview

The Alienware Stereo Gaming Headset combines best-in-class 
custom-tuned drivers and custom-designed acoustic chambers 
and earpads to provide unparalleled clarity during even the most 
chaotic gameplay, delivering the audio experience that the 
developer intended.

The Alienware Stereo Gaming Headset utilizes best-in-class hand-
picked 50mm drivers that deliver a high-resolution audio 
experience. Comfort fit earpads also incorporate deeper custom-
designed acoustic chambers, enhancing noise isolation while 
resulting in a wider, more dynamic soundstage. All this is packaged 
into a sleek, iconic Alienware Legend Design with non-exposed 
extenders and a retractable boom microphone that helps create a 
seamless outline.

Gamers looking to enjoy that marathon gaming session can also 
feel at ease with this wired headset as it was purposefully 
engineered for maximum comfort. A hybrid of memory foam and 
sports fabric work together to achieve optimal cooling and 
comfort while a leatherette covering enhances noise isolation. The 
cushioned headband and durable finish tackle both heat and 
sweat while the ideal clamp force ensures no slippage during those 
long hours of gaming.

Cross-platform gamers will enjoy the compatibility this headset 
provides via the swappable 3.5mm cable that makes it compatible 
with a variety of gaming platforms.

The Alienware Stereo Gaming 
Headset
Unparalleled Clarity and Comfort for Gaming
Marathons

With over 20 years of experience in the gaming
industry and driven by passion, guidance from it’s
customers, and a mission to deliver the most
immersive PC gaming experience, Alienware is
excited for the release it’s latest wired headset
designed for unparalleled clarity and comfort – the
Alienware Stereo Gaming Headset.

1 Based on internal testing in Dell labs, running the system on idle, using an Alienware 

m15 equipped with the optional 90Whr battery as well as the Intel Core i5 processor, 

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 Ti graphics, 256GB SSD, and FHD 60Hz display. Actual 

battery life may be significantly less than the test results and varies depending on product 

configuration and use, software, usage, operating conditions, power management settings 

and other factors. Maximum battery life will decrease with time.
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Tech Specs

Alienware Stereo Gaming Headset

Headphone Details

Headphones Form Factor

❑ Wired, Full size, Circumaural headset with leatherette hybrid memory foam 

earpads

Sound Output Mode

❑ Stereo via 3.5mm swappable cable

Audio Specifications

❑ Frequency Response 20Hz – 40000Hz

Impedence

❑ 32 Ohms

Max Sound Pressure

❑ 107 dB

Diaphragm

❑ 50mm High Resolution

Microphone

Microphone type

❑ Retractable Boom

Microphone Operation Mode

❑ Unidirectional

Frequency Response

❑ 100Hz to 10000Hz

Certifications

❑ Discord

Remote Control
❑ In-line on 3.5mm swappable cable with analog volume and microphone 

mute control

Connections
❑ 3.5mm Stereo Output

Compatibility Information
OS Compatibility

❑ PCs with AUX Input (3.5mm input jack)

Cross Platform Compatibility

❑ Xbox One

❑ PS4

❑ Nintendo Switch

❑ Mobile Devices

Cables Included
❑ 3.5mm to 3.5mm swappable cable

❑ Y-Splitter for separate microphone and headphone inputs

Manufacturer Warranty
Service and support

❑ 2 years

Dimensions
❑ Height – 20.2cm

❑ Width – 21.67cm

❑ Depth – 10.42cm

❑ Weight – 350gm
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Alienware Stereo Gaming Headset

The Alienware Signature Audio 
Difference

Alienware’s Signature quality sound is a
combination of best-in-class (hand-picked)
custom-tuned drivers and custom-designed
acoustic chambers and earpads. The result is an
audio experience that immerses the user in the
environment of the game, providing an
immersive gaming experience and unparalleled
clarity during even the most chaotic gameplay.

Alienware Precision Calibration 
for a Fully Immersive Experience

Every Alienware product contains best-in-class 
components that are custom-tuned using 
Alienware’s precision calibration process. The 
result is unparalleled clarity and comfort. Best-
in-class hand-picked 50mm 20Hz-40KHz 
drivers deliver a high resolution audio 
experience while Discord certification provides 
top-of-the-line voice clarity during game play 
on one of the most stable VoIP platforms.
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Alienware Stereo Gaming Headset

Absolute Comfort for Marathon
Gaming

One of the most important factors for any
gamer is the ability to survive that marathon
gaming session and the new Alienware wired
gaming headsets make sure you stay
comfortable through a combination of design
and materials. A hybrid of sports fabric,
memory foam and leatherette not only increase
noise isolation but also help you remain cool,
reducing heat and wicking away sweat. A
balanced design that boasts a sturdy,
lightweight and well cushioned headband
increases comfort while an optimized clamp
force ensures the headset stays exactly where
you want it to. All this is packaged into a sleek,
iconic Alienware Legend Design with non-
exposed extenders and a retractable boom
microphone that helps create a seamless
outline.
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About Alienware
Alienware, Dell’s high performance PC gaming brand, offers unique and award-winning
PCs that incorporate innovative engineering, aggressive design and the most advanced
components in the industry. Credited as being one of the first PC gaming hardware
manufacturers, Alienware remains committed to creating industry-leading trends in high-
performance gaming and being an active and influential member of the gaming
community, connecting fans, developers and manufacturers for the advancement of PC
gaming. Learn more at http://www.alienware.com/.

System Information
Alienware, under the guidance of Dell Inc., provides this equipment for evaluation
purposes only.

All equipment must be returned to Dell Inc. in good working condition. Equipment must
be in its original box, including all packaging, documentation, cables, and diskettes. This
equipment remains the property of Dell Inc. unless paid for in full by the evaluator. Dell
Inc. reserves the right to collect from the evaluator the full retail value of the equipment if
not returned promptly and in good working condition on or before the due date. An
online shipping return label will be provided.

About

http://www.alienware.com/

